END OF LIFE PET AID FOR VETS

A Game Changer for Vets
As you know, one of the hardest parts of a Vet’s job is helping
clients say goodbye to their much-loved pets, and helping them cope
with the loss. It’s hard too, as an animal lover yourself… you feel the pain
that your clients are experiencing.
The Sweet Goodbye CARE CRADLE® offers a helpful solution. As
Veterinarian and Media Presenter, Dr. Katrina Warren says:
“Whether euthanasia takes place at your clinics or your clients’ homes,
the Sweet Goodbye CARE CRADLE® changes everything.
“It helps pet owners say farewell to their much-loved animals with dignity
and respect, providing comfort during a very painful time.

Dr. Katrina Warren
Affordable, Eco-friendly
and Re-usable
The CARE CRADLE® has been designed
and tested in consultation with Vets and
other animal care professionals. It eases the
emotional stress faced by both pet owners and
Vet teams when it’s time to say goodbye to
much-loved animal friends.
This attractive and respectful alternative to
plastic bags, sheets and towels, addresses
the need for reliable carrying capability with

moisture management, ensuring dignity for pets
and duty of care by vet staff.
The CARE CRADLE® comprises a sturdy, 100%
biodegradable, premium textile ‘cradle’ capable
of carrying considerable weight and an inner,
beautifully-patterned, pet wrap that keeps
deceased pets snugly covered for transport
to their final resting place (whether burial or
cremation). The pet wrap can be detached,
washed and re-used. The CARE CRADLE®
comes in various sizes suitable for all breeds of
dogs, cats and other animals. It will be valued
as a unique service offered by your practice.

The CARE CRADLE® has many benefits for
both vets and pet owners emotionally and
practically, including:

Benefits of the Sweet
Goodbye CARE CRADLE®

• Eases the grief of losing a pet and marks the
passing with grace and dignity. Gives a sense
of warmth and closure to a sad occasion.

• Easy lifting and carrying regardless of size,
using the cradle’s sturdy handles (for smaller
pets) and strong carrying poles (for larger
animals).

• Uplifting Balinese designs remind clients of
the joy their best friends brought to their lives.
• Snug and secure wrap keeps a deceased pet
safe and secure during transport to its final
resting place, be that burial or cremation.
• Eliminates plastics - no more unsightly ‘body
bags’, nor impersonal sheets or towels.
• Eco-friendly and handmade with love from
high quality, natural, 100% biodegradable
materials.

• Protection against soiling with compostable,
absorbent pads fitted within the pet wrap’s
built-in pocket for moisture management and
reliable protection. Can be replaced after use.
• Suitable for burial or cremation, but if desired,
the pet wrap can be washed, then re-attached
to the cradle.
• Neatly packaged in a small roll, plus a convenient
carry bag for poles (Large and XL sizes).

With growing trends in pet palliative care,
mindful end-of-life practices and home
euthanasia, the CARE CRADLE® comes highly
recommended as a way to help your clients
channel their grief and bid farewell to a muchloved pet. Whether that difficult goodbye takes
place in your clients’ homes or in your clinic,
the CARE CRADLE® can help create a more
peaceful and meaningful experience.

It’s a unique way to help your clients come to
terms with the loss of their special friends and
allow the process of healing and letting go to
begin. It can even ease ‘compassion fatigue’
among veterinary professionals.
Your practice will be remembered by clients
for the way you supported them and their
cherished pets, providing the utmost care,
respect and dignity.
Contact us for more information or to order
your Sweet Goodbye CARE CRADLE® today.

AUSTRALIA (Head Office)

carecradle.com.au

info@sweetgoodbye.com.au
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sweetgoodbye.com.au

Sweet Goodbye has a special place in our hearts for all animals and we proudly support:
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A service for which your
practice will be renowned

